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In this issue

A look at various wire antennas

How to build loop antennas by
Eric Smith KR5G
LETARC interviews CHAMELEON
Antenna CEO Carl Lavoie KI6TRA

LETARC held our monthly meeting on April 24th, 2021. LETARC would like
to welcome our guests from the meeting, Bill Hale KI5PSJ, Lance McNeel
N5WBP, Rhett Pilcher KG5NWI, and Jerry Wilson KI5KIR. Dennis Smith
WB5SRM gave an outstanding and informative presentation on grounding
and bonding a location in preparation for an amateur station. LETARC
affirmed that they do in fact own the D-STAR equipment and a motion was
carried deciding to sell our D-STAR gear.

Dennis Smith WB5SRM presents about grounding, thank you Dennis!
You can buy the ARRL Grounding book here or here. You can download
the Motorola standards guide in PDF here.

In ARRL VE testing news - Don Box of Minden, LA passed his technician
level exam on April 24th. LETARC would like to congratulate Don and
welcome him to the world's greatest hobby.
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Pat Brown AK5TX is interviewed
on the QSO Today podcast
Our East Texas amateur friend and former LETARC Vice President Pat
Brown AK5TX was the guest on QSO Today Podcast episode 347. Click
here to be directed to the youtube version of the podcast. Awesome job on
the interview Pat!

NTX ARRL Mentorfest
On April 24th, 2021 the North Texas section of the ARRL hosted Mentorfest
virtually. Thank you to our section manager and friend of LETARC, Steven
Lott Smith KG5VK for providing this event. A wide variety of amateur radio
topics were presented. If you missed mentorfest you can watch the
youtube version by clicking here.

AMSAT seeks to change by bylaws
Attention AMSAT members:
You may have received mail
concerning a proposed bylaw
change. To read the details of
the suggested change click
here.
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What is your experience with wire
antennas?
27.6%

I use any and everything I can get my hands on
including software

24.1%

I have both home brewed and store bought antennas

17.2%

I only use antennas I build myself

10.3%

I only use store bought wire antennas

10.3%

I don't use them

6.9%

I use home brewed antennas and model them

3.5%

I use pre-built antennas and model them
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Before we build anything...
The next pages are a starting point and hopefully the beginnings of a
conversation among our LETARC members. Of course we can't cover
everything in a newsletter, but we can share ideas with each other outside
of this publication.
Two items we should look at are the ARRL Antenna book and a device to
analyze our antennas. Anyone who wishes to get started in antenna
building should consider these two resources.
You can buy the ARRL Antenna book from the ARRL here or from Amazon
here. You can purchase an antenna analyzer from Main Trading Company
(East Texas owned and operated) by clicking here.

ARRL Antenna book in box set format

MFJ 259C antenna analyzer
NanoVNA - Pic courtesy of David Chenault
W5CWT
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In December of 2020 LETARC members responded to a survey about
amateur radio topics of interest. The runaway favorite was antenna
building and modeling.
Amateur radio antennas is such enormously deep subject that we cannot
due this topic justice in one newsletter. Even filtering this subject down to
HF wire antennas leaves us with a tremendous amount of information to
sort through. This article will be focused on some of the more basic
designs that an amateur can start with and expand later. Although a hexbeam is technically a wire antenna, an amateur installing a tower, rotator,
and hex-beam does not need this article to teach them to build a dipole.
A ham who has built a bobtail curtain array to work DX on 15 meters is a bit
beyond this, so not all wire antennas will be covered. While we won't be
coving W8JK arrays, Waller-Flag receiving antennas or other advanced
wire antennes, we will explore many of the tried and true designs of HF
wire antennas.

Half wave dipole (start here)
The most fundamental and simple antenna is a half wave dipole antenna,
and it turns out that it is a pretty good antenna. To figure out the
dimensions on a half wave dipole use 468 / freq in Mhz = total length in
feet for a half wave dipole.
There are several ways to attach the wires of the dipole to the coaxial
cable. A cut coaxial cable can have a wire soldered to the shield and
another equal length wire soldered to the center conductor. While this
method works, it is not physically strong. Another way is to solder the wires
directly on a SO-259 connector. This may also need physical reinforcement
as the wires will sometime break free. Another method would be to use a
balun or "cobra head" adapter to join the coax and wires.
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A dipole attached directly to a spliced coaxial cable

A dipole soldered to a SO-239. Epoxy has been added to improve
strength.

A dipole made from a BNC
connector and two equal
length wires. This same
connector can be used with
various wires using no
solder to create dipoles.
You will want to reinforce it
structurally.
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Once we have our dipole, we have to figure out how it will be set up. A
horizontal dipole performs well at a half wave length above ground. For
instance, if you have a 33 foot dipole for 20 meters and you can get it 33
feet in the air it should theoretically perform well. On the lower frequencies
things are not so easy. A dipole set for 80 meters would need to be about
135 feet in the air.
An amateur can change the orientation of their dipole also. If you only have
one support to get your antenna in the air you can configure your dipole as
a sloper or inverted V. The sloper will give you some directivity but will
vary in amounts with ground conditions. Dipoles can be oriented vertically
as well. A ground plane antenna is a vertical dipole with the radiating wire
ascending vertically and radials extending out horizontally or diagonally.
While it is best to install antennas with the wires straight, often real life
presents challenges to HF wire antennas. Wires may need to be bent and
routed to fit inside your property. Amateurs often use trees or telescopic
masts to erect wire antennas and simply get them as high as they can
conveniently. Use your antenna analyzer and if it measures okay then try it
out, you may be surprised how well a compromise antenna can work. Don't
forget to check for power lines before installing any antenna.

A dipole in inverted V configuration
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Although a center fed dipole is often usable on more than one band, we
have options to alter our basic dipole and create an antenna that even
more versatile.

Fan dipoles
If you connect more than one wire element to the center conductor and
shield of our coax we can create a fan dipole. Most designs do not pair
bands very close in frequency. For example, an 20 meter and 17 meter fan
dipole would be too close and would exhibit unexpected directivity and
nulls, plus tuning the antenna would be problematic. When starting out
building a fan dipole you may want to start with fewer bands and elements
before building a huge fan dipole. These antennas can get heavy and
tangled quickly. Each band reacts to the other bands when tuning and two
bands may be easier to adjust properly than many. Cobweb and some
cage dipoles are variations of the fan dipole. Some cage dipoles are single
band and others are multiband with elements of different lengths.

Fan dipole weight can add up quickly
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Parasitic dipoles
If extra elements are in close proximity to wire elements that are connected
to our coax we can still use them as part of our antenna even if they don't
make physical contact. A 20 meter dipole with 15 and 10 meter elements
very close can be a tri-band antenna.

A parasitic dipole. Although the elements from the different bands do
not touch, the antenna resonates on both bands as long the elements
are in close proximity. You will need spacers/supports between wires.

Off center fed dipoles
If we shift our feed point away from the center of a half wave dipole our
radiation pattern changes. Depending on where we feed the antenna we
can also achieve multi-band operation. These antennas are often fed at the
1/3-2/3's length of the half wave. For example, a 135 foot antenna would
often have a 90 foot element and a 45 foot element. When installed at a
good height this antenna often performs well on 80, 40, 20 and 15 meters.
These antennas will need a balun as the impedance would be extremely
high without the balun. A 4:1 balun is often used but MFJ uses a 6:1 in some
of their designs. This antenna is sometimes called a Windom or Carolina
Windom. The original Windom was a bit different as the shield side of the
antenna was grounded and the center conductor made a T from a single
wire.
Off center fed antennas can be installed as inverted V's, Slopers, or
vertically instead of horizontally. There are QRP operators who use a
vertical off center fed 20 meter dipole with the long element on top so that
they can use less coaxial cable to save weight.
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An off center fed dipole

End fed dipoles
End fed antennas are often used for portable or temporary antennas as
they only require one point of contact to raise. These antennas sometimes
have a counterpoise, if they do not the shield of your coaxial cable will
serve as the other side of the antenna. These antennas need some form of
transformer to match the impedance to your radio. While end feds often
work on several bands most of the time you will need a tuner for this to
work. Another variation is the end fed zeppelin which uses a section of
ladder line before the antenna wire. Random wire and long wire antennas
are similar to end fed dipoles. The frequency being used at the time can be
the difference between an end fed, a random wire, and a longwire antenna.
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An end fed dipole

Trapped dipoles

A home brewed trap for multi-band operation
A dipole can be segmented and trapped to resonate on multiple bands. If
the appropriate inductor and capacitor is placed at the right length within
antenna elements then we can operate on several bands. Lower power
antennas can use very small traps. Some traps are only inductors (maybe
not a true trap at all.)
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If the traps are not tuned correctly they can be "lossy." The overall length of
a trapped dipole will be less than a dipole for the lowest band the trapped
dipole operates on due to the inductor winding. If an antenna has several
traps the tuning on the lower bands will begin to narrow.

Antennas fed with window line
Antennas fed with 300 ohm, 450 ohm, or 600 ohm window (ladder) line can
often be a multi-band antenna. A popular 80-10 meter band antenna is 135
feet of wire fed in the middle by window line. These antennas usually need
the use of a tuner to operate on multiple bands. If you need to feed an
antenna very far from your station then window line may be a good choice
as it has less loss than coaxial cable. Be advised that window line becomes
problematic when it is close to other objects, especially metal. The G5RV
antenna is one of the most popular HF antennas in use.

An HF wire antenna fed with window line
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The G5RV antenna is one of the most popular HF antennas ever. Some
hams swear by them and some hams swear when they hear the name.
Named after British amateur Louis Varney, the G5RV was designed by
Varney as a 20 meter antenna that could reach friends he had made in the
military who lived overseas. Varney wanted a different radiation pattern
than a half wave dipole.
Varney's idea was to create a 3 half waves dipole fed by window line. The
approximate measurements are two 51 foot horizontal wires fed by 34 feet
of vertical window line.
Some hams claim the G5RV is a multi-band wonder antenna that can make
contacts on every band from 10 - 80 meters. Others hate the antenna and
claim that the G5RV does not perform well at all.

G5RV
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Perhaps a more objective point of view would be to look at the G5RV as it
was originally designed - a 3 halfs wave 20 meter antenna that happens to
work on other bands with a tuner. It may not be a miracle antenna, but there
is no dispute that many hams have had a lot of success with this antenna.
Altered versions of the G5RV include the half size G5RV Jr, the G5RV max
which is double the original size, and the ZS6BKW antenna which shortens
the horizontal wires but lengthens the window line section.

Wire Yagis
Most amateurs envision tubular aluminum elements when they year about
the Yagi-Uda antenna. While many VHF/UHF and tower mounted HF Yagis
are made of rigid aluminum tubing we can construct yagis out of wire. A
yagi of inverted V oriented elements can be constructed and spaced out for
the lower HF bands. While this antenna is not rotated easily it does allow for
directional radiation on the lower bands. This could be useful if an amateur
wanted to contact a certain station/location far away on these frequencies,
such as a contest centered in another continent.

A two element
beam rendering
for 40 meters.
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Moxon antennas
Moxon antennas are directional antennas that use less space than a three
element Yagi. The radiation pattern is broader than a Yagi. Most HF Moxon
antennas are built for 30 meters and above because the lower HF bands
would be enormous. The Moxon only has two elements that are bent on the
ends to make a rectangle shape.

A 20 meter Moxon antenna

Rhombic antennas
Rhombic antennas are massive fixed position wire antennas with powerful
gain in one direction. Rhombics are often over 2 wavelengths long and the
dimensions vary depending on which source you research. The Rhombic
usually has a terminating resistor at the end of it. Don't try this antenna on
HF unless you have a lot of space to work with.

A model of a
Rhombic antenna.
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Loop antennas
This section of the newsletter is from an email with our friend
Eric Smith KR5G. Eric is a former president of the Rusk County Amateur
Radio Club and he has had great success building loop antennas. Eric is
also one of the most helpful and generous amateurs you will ever meet.
Please note that we are referring to delta or quad (square) loops, not the
smaller magnetic loops.
From Eric KR5G I have tried both Coax and Window line, both work fine.
I used coax until I got to a point that I was not able to get out to any new
countries and I switched to window line.
I’m sure you have seen calculators but here is one to compare different
feedlines and how much they lose.
https://www.qsl.net/co8tw/Coax_Calculator.htm
As for ease of use, I think the window line is easier only because I don’t have
to have the heavy Balun up in the air
I have used inexpensive Baluns and good ones. These guys are great they
are local and hand make every balun
After the storm I found out I had a issue (self-induced) and I called Robert
and he told me how to fix what I needed to fix, and if I could not it would
cost less than 10.00 to have it fixed. (plus shipping)
https://www.balundesigns.com/model-4115ocf-4-1-for-ocf-dipoles-1-5-54mhz-5kw/
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That link above is what I am using on my Loops and it works great, If you
decide to go that way give them a call tell then what you want to do and
your surrounding environment and he will tell you what you need. – That
unit can also be used for OCF Dipoles but that is another loooong story
I have also used these, https://www.hamradio.com/detail.cfm?pid=H0002258
That one above is a 1:1 for Dipoles but they have 4:1 as well.

I have about 4 of these and they seem to work find but I have one up for a
few years and although it still works I can say they wont last as long as the
more expensive one so I guess you get what you pay for but there is
nothing wrong with them
Unless you have a tuner that will except balanced lines you will need a
balun.
My 160M loop can use my internal tuner on the FT-DX-3000 to tune all
bands except 160M sounds funny but I designed it that way so that I only
need to use the external tuner on one band.
My loop is more of a Two Wave 80M that a true single wave 160m
I like to keep things as cheap as possible so I’m willing to make
compromises to save money.
This site does a good job of getting you in the ballpark for how much wire
you need. http://www.ws6x.com/ant_calc.htm
Bear in mind that everyone situation is different so I typically cut the antenna
around 5% longer and trim down from there. – You can add one if you cut
too short
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If you have the room to do it Loops are great, - a 20M loop is around 32 feet,
stretch that out and it’s actually a very small antenna
And they are nice and quiet lower noise than dipoles and IMO slightly better
in range but really contacts all depend on band conditions.
You will read many purists say that you have to be “X” amount of feet in the
air for any antenna to work, off the top of my head a 160M loop in theory
should be a minimum of 1/2 wave length in the air in order to function.
Well for 160M that is about 270 Feet.
I’m at about 35 feet and have contacted 121 Countries so far, and I had a
160M Dipole at 20 feet in the air and still did pretty good.
Antennas are very easy to make, relatively inexpensive compared to buying
premade, if you can use 12GA wire, if not 14Ga will work fine, I go to Lowes,
buy a 500ft spool of what ever color suits me and go to town.
As for how to hold it up, I use a fishing reel attached to a slingshot – shoot a
weight over the tree and pull para cord (or what ever you have) back over.
You need about twice the amount of rope for how high it is so that you have
room to get the rope back down to pull it, Some folks will put a pulley on
the end of that rope and then thread more rope through it. I did that for
awhile but when I ran short of rope I eliminated the pully and just used one
rope and I tie the end to a 45 degree angel piece of PVC elbow and notch it
a bit so the rope will stay.
They have been up two years since I have done that with no issues, even
after these last storms.
That should get you started.
One thing that held me back was I read too much, you can find one guy
saying one thing and another will be 100% off.
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Learn the basics, use the calculator cut the wire solder it together, toss it in
the air an tune it, what will work for you in your location typically will not
work for me because everyone’s operating conditions are different.
I have most of the tools needed, Antenna analyzer, Coax tools and crimpers,
slingshot, if you desire to borrow anything let me know. I have a very good
soldering bench and if you would like to stop over and assemble it here, I’m
more than happy to do that, it’s a very quick process less than 30 min.
If you need assistance putting something up let me know as well, I helped
Stephen find a spot for his first one and I think he is on number 4 now and
having a blast!
Have fun! = Eric
As you can tell, Eric KR5G has a lot of knowledge and experience with
loop antennas. Thank you Eric for sharing this with us and allowing us to
publish it in the Propagation.

An HF loop antenna
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Delta loop
antennas. The
one on the left
is homebrewed
while the one
on the right is a
commercially
manufactured
antenna.

Loop arrays
We can combine the benefits of loop antennas and Yagi antennas to create
an array of loop elements. This gives us a powerful directional antenna but
the size and weight adds up fast. Loop arrays can be squared elements
(often called a cubic quad) or delta elements.

(Above) An HF cubic quad antenna.
(Right) An HF multi-band delta loop array.
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Folded and terminated dipoles
Folded dipoles are a full wave length but shaped like a very wide rectangle.
In essence it is a flattened loop antenna, often fed the same way with a 4:1
balun, sometimes with window line. A terminated dipole is very similar
looking but has an added resistor in the middle of the wire element. This
creates equal wires separated by the feed point and resistor. Folded
dipoles and terminated dipoles have different radiation patterns.

An 15 meter folded dipole antenna

A diagram of a terminated dipole antenna
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Cobra antenna
Cobra antennas look similar to folded dipoles fed by window line. The
cobra is a dipole with folded wires, but it is not a true folded dipole. The
folded wires allow amateurs to put up an antenna resonant on lower
frequencies while using less space than a comparable half wave dipole.
Cobra antennas are usually multi-band.

Feedpoint of a cobra antenna

Diagram of a cobra antenna
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There are many opinions amongst amateurs in regards to the use of baluns
and ununs. Some antennas are not practical without a balun such as an off
center fed dipole. Other antennas can work with or without a balun or unun
such as a half wave, center coax fed dipole. Many amateurs will add a 1:1
balun to a half wave dipole claiming it improves the performance.
Rather than delve into this debate, a better use of our time would be to
mention Jerry Sevick's book Understanding, building, and using baluns and
ununs. Jerry's book is the definitive resource for all things balun and unun
related. You can buy it from Amazon here, it may be in short supply as the
price seemed quite high as of this publication. If you don't want to buy it
contact Don Gamble KG5CMS to borrow a copy.

Two LDG baluns
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Aren't there more wire antennas?
Yes. There are many more. We have not even delved into colinear arrays,
we did not go into depth in end feds vs. random wires vs. longwires, how to
build double bazookas, and so much more.
While this is not an anthology of wire antennas, it is a starting place.
LETARC can continue the discussion from here and guide it to the next
antenna issue, be it HF verticals, VHF/UHF antennas or anywhere else.
Once again, don't forget about safety when dealing with antennas. Stay
away from power lines and wear your eye protection if you are soldering.
Thanks for joining us on our antenna discussion.

A multi band end fed antenna

The U.S. Army Signal Corps W0NTC using
CHAMELEON wire and vertical antennas
at the QRPX 2021 contest. Keep reading
to learn more.
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LETARC interviews CHAMELEON Antenna
CEO and antenna designer
Carl Lavoie KI6TRA
LETARC: Are you a member of a local amateur radio club? If yes what is
your favorite part or activity with the club?
Carl KI6TRA: I’m not a member of any club. I honestly do not have a lot of
time after I’m done with my day!
LETARC: How did you get started in building antennas?
Carl KI6TRA: More than a decade ago, I wanted to buy my first HF antenna.
I had some very specific needs: living at the second floor of an apartment
building, must be portable, must offer multiple installation configurations
and must be built to last. Well, what I was looking for was not existing. What
I found on the market at that time was absolute garbage! Barely no support
of any kind, cheap antennas made either in China or on a kitchen table
somewhere and made from Home Depot PVC Schedule 40 fittings.
Everything was expensive and very low quality! Antennas were always
submitted with either poor and just without any valuable instructions. It was
terrible! So, I bought for about $300 of building material online: copper wire,
connectors, fiberglass tubing, tools, coax cable, plastic enclosures, toroid
and a cheap and use antenna analyzer and for the next 2 to 3 months, I read
a lot online and studied other antenna makers but mostly the military while
making different prototypes at home during the evenings and the
weekends.
I came up with a two-sections vertical whip antenna which covered 6M to
about 80M (multiband antenna). The CHA V1 Antenna was born! The
antenna was working fantastic for what it is. I was able to use it on my
balcony, on a tripod at the park and on my car!
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It was great, I was making contacts all over the place in Canada, US, Japan
and Australia. After 2 months of operation with my NEW antenna, I thought
that other operators could also benefit from it too. So, I made about 3
antennas with the rest of the material I had left and decided to sell them on
Ebay. It would pay for my project while learning something new! I sold
those 3 units under about 2 weeks or so and everything was nice. The
project was over and I almost forgot about it….
Until about 3 weeks or so later, someone who I sold an antenna on Ebay
sent me an email because he wanted to buy another one of my V1 antenna
for his uncle! So, I bought some material to make another 3 units which I
sold under a week on Ebay again! I did that 3 or 4 times until I realized that I
needed to increase my production. So, I doubled my product from 3 units
to 6 units which I also sold under a week! I tried to double my production
but I was already working full time as a video game designer at Blizzard
Entertainment in Irvine California at that time. I was only able to make 11
units each 2 weeks which were getting sold within a week or less. I
continued to do that for about 6 months but soon enough I realized that in
order to grow, I needed a helper. To find that helper, I decided to put an ad
on Craigslist with a radius from Los Angeles to San Diego as I was living in
Newport beach at the time. I only received one answer to my Craigslist
helper ads. We setup a meeting at a coffee shop not so far away from my
apartment. It turns out that the guy was about 19 years old and he was
living in the same complex apartment than me but across the back
courtyard! He was my neighbor! We then moved all the tools, material and
everything else to his apartment which allowed me to make 2 to 3 dozen of
antenna per month.
After 3 to 4 months, he told me that his girlfriend wasn’t happy because his
whole place was a manufacturing shop now and one morning, she was
unable to find the toaster!! That was it, we NEEDED to move out ASAP!
From there, we found a small warehouse in Santa Ana and we moved
everything over there again. This is where I made several business contacts
with CNC engineers and other local vendors. I built a website and started to
hire more people, getting dealers all over the world and the rest in history!
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LETARC: Please tell us about CHAMELEON Antennas.
Carl KI6TRA: Chameleon Antenna is an American company located in
Sparks Nevada. I’m the president and the antenna designer but I live
Phoenix Arizona. I manage the company remotely. We specialize in high
quality portable antennas for civilian and the military. We’ve about 5
employees and we mostly have all our parts manufactured by a CNC
machine shop in Santa Ana California. We manufacture 99% of everything
right here in the US.
LETARC: What is the design and testing of new products like?
Carl KI6TRA: Everything starts with an idea and a problem to fix. I normally
design everything on my computer and then I go in my work room at the
back of the house where I make numerous prototypes. I’ve a little mast at
about 25’ high on my roof where everything is tested. When I reach the
desired results, I send few samples to beta testers I use all the time. We go
back and forth until the product is rock solid and product consistent results.
We then send everything to the technical writer which model everything on
computer and then produce the user guide. It’s when the user guide has
been completed that we’ve a new product!
LETARC: What software do you use to model antennas?
Carl KI6TRA: I don’t use any! Integrating modeling software too early in the
design process will put blinds on you preventing your imagination and
ingenuity to manifest themselves.
LETARC: If you could recommend one HF antenna for a club to use during
field day which would it be and why?
Carl KI6TRA: I would recommend either the CHA MPAS 2.0 or the CHA TDL.
Both are fantastic antennas that do not require too much real estate once
installed.
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LETARC: Chameleon antennas seem sturdier and more ruggedly built than
others. Please tell us about how your achieve this.
Carl KI6TRA: Yes it is true – our antennas are extremely well designed and
rugged enough that the military are using them! We’re achieving it by
maintaining balance between materials used, structural design
implemented, performance desired and manufacturing cost. We’re using
top quality materials like, stainless steel, Delrin, Nylon, Anodized Aluminum,
PTFE Copper Clad copper wire reinforced with Kevlar and few other things.
LETARC: What antenna would you recommend to a new amateur looking
to get on HF and why?
Carl KI6TRA: First thing to know is the operator needs:
How and where is he going to use the antenna? Portable, base station or
semi-permanent. Where is he going to use the antenna? Balcony, indoor,
third floor, while camping, in the desert with no support or in the yard with
an HOA. From there you can really narrow what would work the best for
him. If he doesn’t really know what he wants to do then I would
recommend a wire antenna that can be installed just about anywhere
under 10 minutes. Either a CHA EMCOMM II for a more permanent
installation at home or a CHA EMCOMM III P for portable.

LETARC: Are there any tips you would like to share in regards to antenna
deployment, analysis, and/or use that you would like to share?
Carl KI6TRA: Yes – take the time to study your surrounding first. What kind
of antenna do you have? Do you have the proper support to install it? Once
installed at a specific location, what would be the radiation quality? What
about the receive quality? Are you close of a generator or a HVAC system?
Do you want to achieve DX or local COMM? The main trick is to keep the
antenna installation the simplest as possible. You either go with a sloper or
inverted “L” configuration and 95% of the time it is only what you need to
get on the air.
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LETARC: What is your favorite part of amateur radio?
Carl KI6TRA: It’s actually solving other operator issues in order to help
them getting on the air just about anywhere they can! It is the satisfaction of
designing a product that will literally change the way operators perceive
and use an antenna in the field to increase the hobby practice pleasure
while reducing operating frustrations!

Visit CHAMELEON antenna's website by clicking here.

LETARC would like to
thank Carl Lavoie KI6TRA
Shortly after the interview Carl emailed and shared that W2 Anthony M.
Jaber of the U.S. Army Signal Corps W0NTC won the QRPX 2021 contest
using CHAMELEON antennas. You can read about the contest and
about the gear the U.S. Army SIgnal Corps used by clicking here.
Congrats to W0NTC and CHAMELEON!

U.S. Army Signal Corps using CHAMELEON Antennas
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More pictures from QRPX 2021
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Amateur Radio Quote
"I always advise students in my technician classes to consider purchasing
an antenna analyzer, especially if they are going to be playing around with
antennas. Not only is it a very practical thing to have, it is an educational
tool as well. You learn a lot about antennas by tinkering with them and
noting the changes in measurements."
-Amateur Radio author and blogger Dan Romanchik KB6NU.
Visit Dan's blog by clicking here.

Our next meeting
LETARC's next monthly meeting will be 9:00 A.M. on May 22nd at the
Longview Fire Training Center located at 411 American Legion BLVD
Longview, TX 75601. Don't forget that you can attend our meeting virtually
via phone or internet. Phone # 601-516-5566
Pin 206-446-183# or google.com/mds-ndwd-cwo.
Anyone interested in amateur radio is welcome to attend.

There will be a VE test session at 2:00 P.M. that same day at the Glaske
science building of LeTourneau University. Walk ins are welcome. Testing
costs $15.00 and you will need a government issued identification such as a
driver's license, a valid email address and an FCC issued FRN number.
LETARC VEs can help you get your FRN that day if you need help.
For more information about VE testing please contact
John Zenter AE5OY at j.zenter@w-rg.com.
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I.

Opening ceremonies
A. Invocation
B. Pledge of Allegiance
C. Welcome and Introductions

II.

Adoption of Agenda

III.

Reading and Adoption of minutes
and treasurer's report

James Bray

IV. Reports by Officers
A. President

Ross Bennett

B. Vice President

Ron Case

C. Secretary/Treasurer

James Bray

D. Media Director

Don Gamble

E. Communications Director

Jim Rogers

V.

Report of the Board

VI.

Reports by Committees

VII. Reports by Members

Don't forget that you can
attend our meeting
virtually via phone or
internet. Phone # 601516-5566
Pin 206-446-183# or
google.com/mds-ndwdcwo.

VIII. Recess
IX.

Reconvene

X.

Program

XI.

Unfinished Business

XII. New Business
A. Discuss printing LETARC brochures
XIII. VE testing headcount
XIV. Adjourn
Construction developments and

lessons learned while buildi
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Carl Lavoie KI6TRA - CHAMELEON antenna CEO and designer
Eric Smith KR5G for the excellent loop information
Mims volunteer fire department
The Longview fire training center on American Legion BLVD
Jim Perry KA5BCM for our radio room
John Zenter AE5OY and our VE team
Marty Duplissey N5KBP for his great work on the ARRL audio news
Ross Bennett KI5SR - Gregg County ARES
Jim Liberacki N5TQI - Upshur County ARES
Tom Noe W5TDN - Gregg County SKYWARN® coordinator
Jim Rogers N5VGQ - Repeater trustee
Ron Case W2RLC - letarc.org webmaster
Jim Quinn AJ1MQ - groups.io coordinator
Dr. Hoo Kim AG5ZS - Letourneau university liaison
Dr. Ron Morton KF5GMA and Carolyn Morton KF5GLT Longview CERT
Thank you for reading our newsletter. We hope to see you May 22nd at
our club meeting and hear you on our nets. If you would like to
contribute an article, idea, pictures, or any information to the
Propagation email Don at gambledon@gmail.com.
Please visit our website at www.letarc.org.

73 de Don Gamble KG5CMS.
dit

dit
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Upcoming Amateur Radio events
May 1

10-10 International Spring Contest, CW

May 1

FISTS Sprint, CW

May 1

Indiana QSO Party

May 1

Delaware QSO Party

May 1

New England QSO Party

May 8

Arkansas QSO Party

June 26-27

ARRL Field Day
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